
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
August 2017 – March 2019, Chief Behavioral Officer, Clover Health 
Joined the management team reporting to the CEO, then the President, to build out the behavioral science 
function. In my “good exec” role, owned various business units at various times, including customer service. As 
CBO, increased profitability by bending the risk curve that underlies healthy insurance by directly changing 
behavior, including +10% flu shots, -20% churn, +50% pharmacy by mail, +10% regular PCP visits.  Grew the 
team to 10+ in a central org, then dissolved and embedded operationally. Notably, the team was 80% women 
of color and mostly internally recruited (coming from data science, user research, and customer service). 
 
October 2016 – August 2017, Author, Builder, Dad 
Took about a year off to play with my infant son, build more side projects, and write Start At The End: How to 
build products that create change, which was released by Penguin in June 2019. 
 
December 2012 – October 2016, Director of Behavioral Science, Microsoft / Microsoft Ventures 
Brought on to transform the Product function at Microsoft, which had typically been engineering lead.  Spent 
the first three years growing out the behavioral science function, launched Klingon in the Bing Translator, Bing 
in the Classroom, etc. then became head of Microsoft Ventures in NYC. 
 
October 2009 – January 2012, Cofounder and Lead Scientist, Churnless 
Started a company to build behavioral science interventions, usually technology-based, for everyone from 
AMEX to the AARP.  Grew team to 22+ and 20%+ profit margins. 
 
June 2008 – November 2009, Head of Product, Thrive (sold to LendingTree) 
Joined out of grad school, rebuilt the product to create measurable behavior change resulting in +50 point 
average credit score increase, then sold to LendingTree, staying on as their Lead Scientist. 
 
A few random facts: Left rural Oregon at age 15 to go to high school in Hong Kong; graduated Swarthmore in 
3 years and dropped out of a PhD; Eagle Scout; wear the same thing every work day (including cowboy boots); 
have a son named Bear Sugar; staunch feminist; side projects have helped women and POC earn over $4B. 
 
NYC – 610.585.8076 – matt@mattwallaert.com - linkedin.com/in/mattwallaert/ - mattwallaert.com 

I’m Matt Wallaert 
and I believe behavioral science  
can change the world. 
 
I’ve been a behavioral science executive for 12+ years. 
I lead two startups to exit, was Microsoft’s first 
Behavioral Scientist, wrote a best-selling book  
on creating behavioral change in business, 
have advised organizations from the UN 
to Netflix, and was most recently  
Chief Behavioral Officer at $1B+ 
insurance startup Clover Health. 
 

I believe in  
work worth doing. 


